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NONPROFIT / COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS WORK



FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN  

Year-end fundraiser for 

nonprofit GRID Alternatives. 

I named the fundraiser 

“Bright Futures / Futuros 

Brilliantes” and created all 

the artwork for social media 

graphics, the donation 

website, and email and print 

campaigns. The fundraiser 

successfully raised money 

for GRID’s solar installation 

training program for 

Nicaraguan women.



FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN  

End-of-year social media 

fundraising campaign for 

nonprofit Gender Health 

Center in December of 2019. 



FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN  

“Share Good Energy”was 

a successful fundraising 

campaign for nonprofit 

GRID Alternatives. I came 

up with the name and 

artwork for this campaign. 

I made graphics for social 

media, website, and direct 

mail. I organized a live 

virtual event as part of 

the fundraiser and made 

background graphics for the 

event as well. 



RECRUITING CAMPAIGN  

I came up with this 

campaign for the 

recruitment team at 

nonprofit GRID Alternatives. 

The concept plays with the 

idea of a map with pinned 

points on it to illustrate 

careers at the organization.



BRANDING AND DESIGN 

Art direction and graphic 

design for non-profit that 

empowers women to become 

business owners and sell their 

textiles online. The design 

direction communicates 

connection and togetherness 

and is inspired by bold printed 

fabrics and textiles. I created 

the logo, color palette, price 

tags and informative materials.  



BLACK WELLNESS AWARDS 
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN 

Graphic Design for Gender 

Health Center’s Black Wellness 

Awards. I contacted award 

recipients and collected their 

bios and headshots to make the 

artwork. The square graphics 

were posted to GHC’s Facebook 

and Instagram feeds and the tall 

graphics were shared to stories.



BUILD BACK BETTER 
CAMPAIGN  

Social media, email, and 

website campaign encouraging 

GRID Alternatives’ followers 

to call their reps regarding 

the Build Back Better Bill. I 

concepted, wrote and designed 

the graphics.



EARTH MONTH GRAPHICS  

Twitter graphics for 

nonprofit GRID Alternatives 

featuring quotes from staff, 

and an Instagram carousel 

of graphics explaining Tribal 

Energy Sovereignty. I wrote 

and designed these for 

Earth Month in April 2022. 



MUTUAL AID CAMPAIGN 

A mutual aid fundraiser to 

provide financial relief to Queer 

Trans People of Color (QTPOC) 

during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

I came up with the name and 

artwork for the fundraiser, as well 

as designed the promotional 

marketing pieces. The campaign 

successfully raised and 

distributed $10k in funds to the 

Sacramento QTPOC community.



GRAPHICS FOR 
YEARLY MARCH  

I created the artwork for 

the #ReclaimMLK March, 

organized by Black Lives 

Matter Sacramento, 3 years 

in a row. Each year had it’s 

own theme, the look and 

feel changed slightly each 

year while maintaining 

a consistent look for the 

event. I made graphics 

for social media and print 

materials.



TRANS TESTING DAY 
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN  

I researched, wrote and 

designed this series of 

album and carousel 

graphics for Gender Health 

Center. They were made 

to discuss and spread 

awareness about HIV and 

the Trans community.


